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‘April showers bring May flowers’

I

have long been a fan of quotes,
quips and passages, even keeping
a leather-bound book with the
“discovery” date and source.
They are from famous people,
regular Joes, conversations with
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One of my favorites that I was able to use on one of
my daughters recently is from the
mom of a high school friend who always used to say, “Just worry about
yourself and you’ll do just fine.” We
joked about it then, but now it is
great advice and would keep me out
of a lot of trouble if I heeded it more
often.
At the risk of getting off track
here, maybe some other favorites?
How about this from a Dec. 15, 1988
article in the Kansas City Star by
Greg Dimond that made a frame on
my wall: “Advice at 70: Get up early,
work hard, go to bed tired.”
Or a powerful one from Victor
Frankel’s book Man’s Search for
Meaning: “Everything can be taken
from a man, but one thing, the last
of human freedoms — to choose
one’s own attitude in any set of

circumstances, to choose one’s own
als without foliage, or those locally
way.”
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Or maybe the best from the Bible:
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a person believes.”
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finally reached the 95 percent frostThe sentiment from many recent clifree date for our area.
ent conversations is that this winter
That means that at a certain date
has drug on for way too long. Amen
in May, depending on your location,
to that!
there is a 95 percent chance there
Oh, and one final quip in the
will not be temperatures below
form of a riddle: What do May flowfreezing. Woody plants and perenniers bring? Pilgrims of course!
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Our Mission: To serve and encourage property owners by creating and protecting landscape beauty and order.

